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			Shop Our Online Range!
			A selection of our products are available to purchase online, for our full range call us on 01455 209038 or visit our extensive yard in Leicestershire.
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Spring is the perfect time to start planning and preparing your garden for the summer months ahead. Whether you’re dreaming of BBQs, hot tubs, or outdoor dining, there are a few key steps you can take to get your garden ready for the summer season. Here are five tips to help you get started:




	Assess your garden: Take a look around your garden and assess what needs to be done. Do you have any repairs or maintenance tasks that need to be completed? Is there anything you’d like to add or change to make your garden more functional or attractive? Make a list of the tasks you need to tackle and start planning your projects.





	Consider a green oak gazebo or pergola: If you’re looking to add a functional and attractive outdoor space to your garden, a green oak gazebo or pergola might be the perfect choice. Green oak is a sustainable and durable wood that adds character and charm to any outdoor space. It’s also strong and long-lasting, making it a cost-effective choice for any building project.





	Start planting: Spring is the perfect time to start planning and planting your summer garden. Consider what flowers, plants, and vegetables you’d like to grow, and start preparing your soil and planting seeds or seedlings. Don’t forget to consider the sun, water, and soil requirements of your plants, and plan accordingly.





	Get your BBQ and outdoor cooking gear ready: If you love to BBQ or cook outdoors, now is the time to get your gear ready for the summer season. Clean and repair any grills, smokers, or other cooking equipment, and stock up on fuel, charcoal, or other supplies. Don’t forget to also check your outdoor dining and seating areas and make any necessary repairs or upgrades.





	Start planning your summer activities: Whether you’re planning to host parties, host movie nights, or simply enjoy your garden on your own, now is the time to start thinking about the activities you’d like to do in your outdoor space this summer. Make a list of the events and activities you’d like to plan, and start thinking about how you’ll make them happen.





By following these five steps, you can get your garden ready for the summer season and enjoy all that it has to offer. Whether you’re adding a green oak gazebo or pergola, planting a beautiful garden, or simply enjoying the great outdoors, there’s no better time than now to start preparing for a wonderful summer in your garden.




To find out more about the wide range of timber structures we offer visit coltmantimberstructures.co.uk or call us on 01455 209038


When it comes to building materials, timber is often overlooked in favor of more traditional options like concrete and steel. But timber has a host of benefits that make it a superior choice for many construction projects.




	Sustainability: Timber is a renewable resource, making it a more environmentally friendly choice than non-renewable materials like concrete and steel. It requires less energy to produce and has a lower carbon footprint.





	Durability: Timber is a strong and durable material that can withstand the rigors of daily use. Properly treated and maintained, it can last for many years.





	Versatility: Timber can be used in a wide range of construction projects, from framing and flooring to cladding and roofing. It is also highly customizable, allowing it to be shaped and sized to fit the specific needs of any project.





	Aesthetic appeal: Timber has a natural, warm, and rustic appearance that can enhance the look of any structure. It can be left natural or stained or painted to suit any color scheme.





	Cost-effectiveness: Timber is generally less expensive than other construction materials, making it a cost-effective choice for many projects. It is also easy to work with, which can save on labor costs.





In conclusion, timber is a sustainable, durable, and versatile choice for construction projects. Its natural beauty and cost-effectiveness make it a smart choice for builders and homeowners alike. So next time you are considering building materials, don’t overlook the many benefits of using timber.


Are you tired of looking at the same old facade of your house day after day? Want to add some visual interest and value to your property? Consider investing in a green oak structure!




Green oak, also known as unseasoned oak, is a type of wood that is harvested when it is still fresh and full of moisture. It is then allowed to air-dry and age naturally, resulting in a strong and durable wood that is perfect for construction.




Here are 10 amazing ways that adding a green oak porch, garage, garden office, or building can enhance your home:




	Increase curb appeal: A green oak structure will add character and charm to the exterior of your home, making it stand out from the rest of the neighborhood.





	Create additional living space: Whether you need a place to park your car, a home office, or an extra room for guests, a green oak structure can provide the extra space you need.





	Enhance outdoor living: A green oak porch or deck is the perfect place to relax and enjoy the outdoors. Add some comfy furniture and you’ll have a new favorite spot to sit and sip your morning coffee.





	Increase property value: Adding any type of structure to your home can increase its value. Investing in a high-quality, long-lasting green oak structure will pay off in the long run.





	Enjoy natural beauty: Green oak has a unique, rustic appearance that adds warmth and character to any space. Its natural beauty will blend seamlessly with your landscaping and surroundings.





	Improve energy efficiency: Green oak is a natural insulator, which means it can help keep your home warm in the winter and cool in the summer. This can save you money on energy bills and reduce your carbon footprint.





	Protect your vehicle: A green oak garage will provide a safe, dry place to store your car, protecting it from the elements and potential damage.





	Get organized: A green oak garage or storage shed can provide extra storage space for all your outdoor gear, tools, and equipment.





	Create a peaceful retreat: A green oak garden office or studio can provide a peaceful and private place to work or relax, surrounded by nature.





	Go green: Choosing green oak for your construction project is a sustainable and eco-friendly option. It is a renewable resource and requires minimal processing, making it a responsible choice for the environment.





In conclusion, adding a green oak structure to your home can bring countless benefits and enhance your daily life in countless ways. Whether you need extra living space, want to improve energy efficiency, or simply want to add some character and charm to your home, a green oak porch, garage, garden office, or building may be the perfect solution.




To find out more about the wide range of timber structures we offer visit coltmantimberstructures.co.uk or call us on 01455 209038


If you’re looking to add a functional and attractive outdoor space to your UK garden, a green oak timber gazebo might be the perfect choice. From providing a comfortable and sheltered area for summer barbecues to serving as a peaceful retreat for relaxation, a green oak gazebo can add value and enjoyment to your garden in many ways. Here are just a few reasons why a green oak timber gazebo might be the perfect addition to your UK garden:




	Natural beauty: Green oak has a warm, natural appearance that adds character and charm to any outdoor space. A green oak timber gazebo can help create a beautiful and inviting atmosphere in your garden, whether you’re hosting a party or simply enjoying the outdoors on your own.





	Durability: Green oak is known for its strength and durability, making it a long-lasting choice for any outdoor building. With proper care, a green oak timber gazebo can last for decades, giving you a functional and attractive space to enjoy for many years.





	Sustainable: As a natural, renewable resource, green oak is a sustainable choice for your garden gazebo. By using it, you can reduce your carbon footprint and make a positive impact on the environment.





	Versatility: A green oak timber gazebo can be designed in a variety of styles to suit the aesthetic of your garden. Whether you want a traditional, rustic look or a more contemporary design, green oak can help you create the perfect gazebo for your outdoor space.





	All-weather functionality: A green oak gazebo can provide shelter from the rain, sun, and wind, making it a versatile and functional addition to your garden. Whether you’re enjoying a summer barbecue or seeking a cozy spot to relax on a rainy day, a green oak gazebo can provide the perfect outdoor retreat.





With so many benefits, it’s no wonder that green oak timber gazebos are becoming increasingly popular in UK gardens. If you’re looking to add a functional, sustainable, and beautiful outdoor space to your garden, consider a green oak timber gazebo for your next project.




To find out more about the wide range of timber structures we offer visit coltmantimberstructures.co.uk or call us on 01455 209038


When it comes to choosing materials for your timber structures, it’s important to consider not just aesthetics and cost, but also sustainability and durability. Green oak offers a range of advantages that make it a top choice for builders, carpenters, and DIY enthusiasts alike. Here are the top 10 advantages of using green oak for your timber structures:




	Natural beauty: Green oak has a warm, natural appearance that adds character and charm to any building. Whether you’re constructing a garden shed, gazebo, or pergola, green oak can help create a beautiful and inviting atmosphere.





	Durability: Green oak is known for its strength and durability, making it a long-lasting choice for any outdoor building. With proper care, a green oak timber structure can last for centuries, giving you a functional and attractive space to enjoy for many years.





	Sustainable: As a natural, renewable resource, green oak is a sustainable choice for your timber structures. By using it, you can reduce your carbon footprint and make a positive impact on the environment.





	Energy-efficient: Timber structures are naturally well-insulated, which means they can help reduce your energy bills. They can also be designed to take advantage of passive solar heating, further reducing your energy usage.





	Versatility: Green oak can be used in a variety of styles, from traditional to modern, making it a versatile choice for any building project. Whether you want a rustic retreat or a contemporary hideaway, green oak can help you create the perfect space.





	Low maintenance: Green oak requires minimal maintenance compared to other materials, making it a hassle-free choice for your timber structures. With occasional cleaning and treatment, your green oak building can remain in top condition for many years.





	Insect resistant: Green oak is resistant to insect damage, making it a suitable choice for outdoor structures. This can help protect your building from pests and extend its lifespan.





	Weather resistant: Green oak is also resistant to weathering and rot, making it a suitable choice for outdoor structures in all climates.





	Strong: Green oak has a high strength-to-weight ratio, making it a sturdy and reliable choice for your timber structures.





	Cost-effective: While green oak may have a higher upfront cost compared to other materials, its durability and low maintenance requirements make it a cost-effective choice in the long run.





With so many advantages, it’s no wonder that green oak is a top choice for timber structures. Whether you’re a professional builder or a DIY enthusiast, consider using green oak for your next project and enjoy all of these benefits and more.




To find out more about the wide range of timber structures we offer visit coltmantimberstructures.co.uk or call us on 01455 209038


Summer is the perfect time to enjoy your garden, and what better way to do that than with a beautiful, sustainable, and functional timber building? Green oak timber buildings offer a range of benefits that make them the perfect choice for any summer garden project.




	Natural beauty: Green oak has a warm, natural appearance that adds character and charm to any outdoor space. Whether you’re building a garden shed, gazebo, or pergola, green oak can help create a beautiful and inviting atmosphere.





	Durability: Green oak is known for its strength and durability, making it a long-lasting choice for any outdoor building. With proper care, a green oak timber building can last for centuries, giving you a functional and attractive space to enjoy for years to come.





	Sustainable: As a natural, renewable resource, green oak is a sustainable choice for your garden building. By using it, you can reduce your carbon footprint and make a positive impact on the environment.





	Energy-efficient: Timber buildings are naturally well-insulated, which means they can help reduce your energy bills. They can also be designed to take advantage of passive solar heating, further reducing your energy usage.





	Versatility: Green oak can be used in a variety of styles, from traditional to modern, making it a versatile choice for any garden project. Whether you want a rustic retreat or a contemporary hideaway, green oak can help you create the perfect space for your summer garden.





With so many benefits, it’s no wonder that green oak timber buildings are becoming increasingly popular for summer gardens. If you’re looking to add a functional, sustainable, and beautiful space to your outdoor area, consider using green oak timber for your next project.




To find out more about the wide range of timber structures we offer visit coltmantimberstructures.co.uk or call us on 01455 209038
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        Coltman Bros
Founded in 1903, Coltman Bros remains an independent family run timber specialist business with a long-standing tradition in the supply of quality timber products and services.
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